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Appendix C: The Process Model “In Conversation” 
with Ken Wilber on the Mind-Body Problem 

 
Below is an excerpt taken from Ken Wilber’s online article Do Critics Misrepresent My 

Position? A Test Case from a Recent Academic Journal,1 dealing with the distinctions he makes 
within the mind-body problem and his corresponding approaches to resolving them. I have 
inserted a Process Model interpretation after each section to enable the reader to compare and 
contrast the two views. 

 
KW: Here are the three different meanings of the mind-body problem that I believe are quite 

common and that I carefully outline in Integral Psychology:  
 
 (1) For the average person, "mind" often means my conceptual, willing, and intentional 

self, and "body" often means my emotions, sensations, felt somatic sense, and so on.  
 
PM:  A conventional cognition arises through a process of microgenesis in which “layers” of 

awareness are laid down in a progressively exteriorizing direction. The deeper interior 
layers are felt as “mind” and the more exterior articulations as “body.” 

 
KW: (2) For many cognitive scientists and various materialists, "mind" means "brain" and 

"body" means organism. In this usage, the brain is in the body or in the organism.  
 

PM:  Research shows that the deeper layers of the cognitive occasion correspond to activity in 
the lower, evolutionarily older components of the brain, and progressively more 
exteriorized cognitions to progressively more recently evolved components, specifically 
stated: 

 
The sequence leads from brain stem systems generating a spatial map about the 
body, to limbic formations elaborating a viewer-centered space of dream 
hallucination, to a parietal system mediating a three-dimensional object-centered 
space of (and defined by) the arm’s reach, and finally, through visual cortex, the 
discrimination of object features and the exteriorization of the object to a position 
in a world around the viewer. (Brown, 2002, p. 7)2

 
KW: (3) For many philosophers, "mind" means "interiors" and body means "exteriors"—or, in 

general terms, mind means "subject" and body means "object," so that the mind-body 
problem ultimately means the relation between subject and object. Explicitly following 
the great nondual wisdom traditions (such as Vedanta and Vajrayana), I divide this 

 
1 http://wilber.shambhala.com/html/misc/critics_02.cfm/
2 Brown, J. (2002). The Self-Embodying Mind: Process, Brain Dynamics and the Conscious Present. New 
York: Barrytown/Station Hill. 
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meaning into two subdivisions: relative and absolute (as I will explain)—call them 3a and 
3b. 
 

PM:  “Mind” and “body” are the conceptual correspondents of two regions of the cognitive 
occasion undergoing transformations in a field of interior-exterior dynamics. The 
epistemic relations laid down during this process generates a unified “subject” apposite 
an “object.” The ultimate basis of the mind-body problem is more fundamental than at 
the level of “subject” and “object” —at the level of process operating in a dynamic field 
of complementary valences. This explains why the great nondual traditions like Dzogchen 
can argue for a type of awareness that is subject-object-less; because this awareness 
emerges at the deepest levels of the cognitive occasion, prior to the laying down the 
epistemic relations that constitute “subject” and “object.” 

 
KW: Now, my major point is that all three (or four) of those aspects of the mind-body problem 

are very important, but each of them has a different "solution," so to speak. … Notice that 
in each of the three aspects, both "mind" and "body" have very different meanings, and I 
am simply suggesting that we need to be aware of these different meanings.  

 
PM:  The major point of the Process Model is that all three (or four) of these aspects can be 

integrated by a single process view, and therefore resolved in a more straightforward 
manner, although both “mind” and “body” have very different meanings in discourse. 

 
KW:  (1) The first aspect of the mind-body problem is actually something that developmental 

psychologists have gone a long way toward solving, or at least explaining in a plausible 
fashion. Those aspects of the mind that we call "conceptual" or "rational"—such as 
formal operational cognition—and those aspects of the body that we refer to as 
"impulses" or "felt sensations" or some such, are related in a "transcend and include" 
fashion. In this particular regard, the mind-body problem is a conflict between two levels 
in the UL quadrant … 
 

PM: The aspects that developmental psychologists work with depend upon conditions of 
structural enfoldment, which governs the taxonomic “rules” of whole-part relations in a 
specific structure-stage direction. The conditions of structural enfoldment arise through 
dynamics in a field along the one-many valence. The conditions of structural enfoldment 
that prescribe development in a “transcend and include” fashion are constrained in such 
a way that lesser parts give rise to greater (more inclusive) wholes. The Process Model 
suggests that it is equally valid to prescribe development through alternative conditions 
of structural enfoldment, namely those that are constrained in such a way that greater 
wholes give rise to (parcellate into) more explicitly articulated parts. In this latter 
regard, the mind-body problem is not a conflict between levels in a single line, rather a 
conflict between populations of forms along multiple durations of cognitive occasioning. 

 
KW:  (2) For most materialists, of course, the body is not in the mind, the mind is in the body. 

That is, mind is equated with brain, and since the brain is in the organism (or in the 
body), then the duality is "solved" by a flatland exclusion of all interiors … [this] is an 
important aspect of an integral theory of consciousness, because it involves a systematic 
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investigation of the Upper-Right quadrant, including neurophysiology, brain chemistry, 
neuroscience, and so on. The solution to this aspect is simply more empirical scientific 
research; I won't say any more about this aspect since it is fairly straightforward in its 
contours.  
 

PM:  Research in cognitive microgenesis supports the theory that both the “mind” and the 
“body” are generated by a single exteriorizing process, first laying down deeper interior 
levels felt as “mind,” in processes corresponding to lower brain functions, and 
subsequent more exterior articulations felt as “body” in higher brain functions. The 
primary conditions of structural enfoldment in this process are such that the body is 
enfolded in the mind. However, once the cognitive process articulates to subjective 
unification, the subject supercedes the primary enfoldment, and acts as if it were the 
fundamental agentic unit. Thereafter, the subject conventionally perceives him/herself as 
an object in the world, and as a mind inside a body.  

 
KW:  (3) Perhaps the most important aspect of the mind-body problem involves the relation of 

interiors and exteriors, or the relation of subject and object. As indicated, I subdivide this 
into relative and absolute approaches, based on the nondual traditions (as I will explain in 
a moment). 
 

PM:  The Process Model demonstrates that all the aspects of the mind-body problem involve 
the relation of interiors and exteriors and the conditions of structural enfoldment   
(which are the relations between wholes and parts)—relations which are more 
fundamental than and prior to subject and object formulation. 

 
KW:  In my opinion—the solution to #3a is best handled by a type of Whiteheadian process 

philosophy, 
 
PM:  as in the Process Model’s incorporation of Jason Brown’s cognitive microgenesis which 

heavily relies upon Whiteheadian process philosophy  
 
KW:  and the solution to #3b is best handled by a type of Zen awakening or satori. 
 
PM:  which the Process Model addresses by pointing to the ontological dimension, and the 

opening of Being through ontological encounter. 
 
KW: … meaning #3b—the transrational or transpersonal aspect of the mind-body problem—

which, I suggest, can be solved only by a development of consciousness beyond the 
rational mind and into the transrational or supramental waves of development (i.e., the 
final relation of subject and object is fully grasped only in a nondual consciousness).  

 
PM:  the final relation of subject and object is fully grasped only outside the epistemological 

field of perspectives, that is in transrational or transpersonal ways, through an 
ontological encounter, or ontological view.  
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KW:  What does that actually mean? To begin with, notice that the "Cartesian dualism" that 

virtually everybody criticizes involves the notion of a mind-subject set apart from, or 
divorced from, all the body-objects "out there." 

 
PM:  “Cartesian dualism,” like all dualistic thinking, is generated by dynamic movement in an 

epistemic field of complementary valences. 
 
KW:  The ultimate relation of the subject and object is the ultimate meaning of the mind-body 

problem (i.e., aspect #3b). On the relative or manifest plane, we can "think through" this 
mind-body problem and arrive at relative solution—namely, a type of Whiteheadian 
process philosophy. But we cannot "think through" the ultimate solution, because this 
involves a transformation of consciousness to the nondual state. 

 
PM:  Jason Brown’s process theory of cognition arrives at a relative solution—one that helps 

contextualize the structural conditions in various developmental theories of cognition.  
However, we cannot use any of these theories to think through the ultimate solution, 
because we cannot reason into the ontological dimension. We can, however, transform 
our view through an encounter with the ontological dimension of Being—and experience 
the nonduality of the relative and the ultimate solutions. More specifically, in the 
ontological dimension we clearly see that the situation of relative and ultimate solutions 
arises only under epistemic conditions. 

 
KW:  There is thus a simple "test" for whether I have solved this aspect of the mind-body 

problem: if I feel that I am on "this side" of my face looking at the world "out there," then 
I am still held captive by the Cartesian dualism, even if I am thinking nice Whiteheadian 
thoughts. It is only when there is a profound realization (satori) that I am not merely "in" 
this particular body-mind looking out on the world, but rather, I am everything that is 
arising moment to moment—an immediate realization that has no inside and no outside,  

 
PM:  A simple test for an ontological awareness is whether there is an implicit interior-

exterior or one-many divide anywhere in consciousness. A profound realization is an 
ontological encounter—a collapsing of and liberation from the dynamics along the 
epistemic valences. “Body-Mind Drop” is a collapsing of the interior-exterior valence, 
while the Dzogchen view of Unbounded Wholeness is a collapsing of the one-many 
valence, where ultimate View and relative view are not two … 

 
KW:  …but only an ever-present awareness that is one with all manifestation—that there comes 

a deep and ultimate understanding of the relation of subject and object—or so claim the 
great nondual wisdom traditions. That is aspect #3b of the mind-body problem and its 
solution according to the nondual traditions; and I believe that that is the fourth aspect of 
the mind-body problem that very much needs to be included in any integral approach. 
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